Save the date: 13.-16.01.2019 „JRE chefs in the snow 2019“

After the great success of the first international JRE highlight in Salzburg (Obertauern) the JRE winter event will take place the second time in January 2019. Restricted number of participants – make your reservation soon.

Reservations at the Hotel Steiner are possible from now on: Code „JRE 2019“; contact Ms. Andrea Steiner: info@hotel-steiner.at
Winter magic, party atmosphere, skiing and/or fun in the snow, wellness (1000 m² BergSpa and indoorpool), networking and, naturally enough, delectable culinary experiences will take centre stage during these three fantastic days hosted by the Steiner family at 4* SUPERIOR Hotel Steiner in the winter sports resort of Obertauern in Salzburger Land, at 1752 m above sea level.

**Dates:**
Sunday, 13.1.2019 to Wednesday, 16.1.2019
(earlier arrival and extended stays until Saturday, 19.1.2019, may be possible based on room availability)

**Location:**
Hotel Steiner (4 *SUPERIOR) with indoor pool and 1,000 m² BergSPA, right next to the pistes, www.hotel-steiner.at

**Price:**
3 nights per person (double occupancy) € 495
incl. ALL-INCLUSIVE GOURMET BOARD (breakfast, lunch buffet, dinner menu [drinks extra]), a 6-course degustation dinner (incl. companion wines) and one evening in an alpine cabin including board
- Additional night per person including all-inclusive gourmet board € 140,-
- Surcharge for a single room € 50,- per night
- Upgrade to a suite from a double room, € 70,- per pers./night (double occupancy)

**Program:**
We are still working out the details, but it is certain to be one of the highlights of the winter, with fun and enjoyment never in short supply.

**Bookings:**
Exclusively through Hotel Steiner direct, code “JRE 2019”: Ms. Andrea Steiner: info@hotel-steiner.at

For all, who would like to arrive earlier, here a few culinary JRE-tips:

- https://www.mesnerhaus.at/
- https://verwoehnhotel.at/
- https://www.doellerer.at/
- https://www.pfefferschiff.at/